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 Due to the design of the STV-Classic, the SVX-CL features an unusual horn-loaded cabinet design which does not accommodate a balanced power transformer and speaker. This makes this head a great choice for those seeking the classic "tube sound" without the need for a balanced power transformer, such as in the STV-P/STV-PX. SVX-CL - Custom Blocking To get the head into a more modern
design, we custom built a ‘Musi-Tek’ version of the head. This design is called the SVX-CL, which stands for ‘’All tube speaker’’. This custom version of the STV-Classic features a gold plated heat sink, which isolates the speakers and tubes from the cabinet, and uses a complete new set of high-quality tubes. The STV-Classic has an impedance of 35 Ohms, which has a real benefit for the power

hungry bass cabinets, such as the Classic Bass and the Studio 51. The new set of tubes used for this version of the head is a matched set of KT66s and KT88s. As an extra feature, we have added a push-pull tranny for a DC offset control. This system allows the user to select from a 0v offset to 2.5v offset on the tranny. This is a great feature for keeping the bass from going "peaky" when driving the
amp, as the offset level is adjustable. The SVX-CL is in production and currently available for purchase. Other Ampeg Head Design Options Also available is a 6.5V head which uses the same amp circuit as the SVX-CL, but instead of tubes, it uses a dual power supply set up with an internal offset pot. This is a great head for home or small studio use, as it will give you the classic Ampeg bass sound,

but with the benefit of a smaller footprint. Future Releases In the future, we plan to build an all tube head with a "Manhattan Special" style cabinet design. We are currently exploring this option, and will be able to share the results of this research and development in the near future. References External links 82157476af
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